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-TION BOl’IVATION AND EISIDRY 

Although It was contemplated several years earlier [IS], conflation, or 
automated map compilation, first became a reality In 1985 [S] thrwgf, a 
fortuitous combination of circumstances. First, there was a clear need for 
some computerized system for doing a large amount of compilation of digital 
Bap data. !fbat need arose within a joint project between the United States 
Seologi Survey and the Bureau of the Census 1173 to consolidate their 
separate digital rap files of metropolitan areas of the United States, 
consisting of over 5,700 pairs of metropolitan map sheet files. me 
mgnftude of the task justified a major investment of computer and human 
resources to develop a computerized system. me size of the task also 
recoomendedautcmating the systemas fully as possible. 

Second, the technology of graphics terminals was sufficiently advanced to 
support the real-time interactive map Image manipulation that proved to be 
indispensable for developing, testing, and executing conflation system 
subroutines. Rany of the models for conflation system modules were able to 
be built and tested on large data sets with excellent response times due to 
recent hardware advances for drawing and re4rawing images. Tbose same 
models could not have been implemented two years earlier. 

Third, the rapid development and implementation of new mathematical 
algorithms, especially in the relatively new area of curtputational geometry 
[7], permitted the major software development necessary for a successful 
conflation system. me sound underlying Pathematical asp model in use at 
the Bureau of the Census also facilitated the application of new 
computational techniques to the problem of automated compilation. The 
conflation system fostered, and then used, Innovative triangulation routines 
12, 10, 121, topological transformations [3, 111, statistical matching 
methods 1141, and pattern recognition techniques [9, 13). Some of these 
conflation system components are now being used In other applications [II, 
151. 

Developing a conflation system required a special blend of mathematical ad 
computatioml theory, prcgrammlng staff and computer hardware capable of 
implementing that theory, and a real map compilation problem large enough 
to justify a major investment of resources. The Census Bureau’s prototype 
system required approximately two person-years for its development by one 
research mathematician and two applications computer scientists. Further 
development of the prototype and implementat ion of a production conflat ion 
system have been postponed to Remit staff to work on high priority 
activities related to the decennial census. 
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By deaonst~ins feasibility ad by providing theory for others to build 
won, the initial work at the Bureau of the Census prompted interest ad 
activity in conflation outside the Bureau. 
utilities, 

Wineering firms [l], public 

implementing 
and developers of geographic Information systems [I] began 

their own versions of conflation system modules similar to the 
models provided by the Dureau of the Census. 

One of the motivating factors for wanting a conflation system, nmely, 
having more than one set of maps to conflate, Is only now being 
experienced by users outside of the Bureau of the Census. Digital w 
files were very expensive to create and, as a result, were very expensive 
to buy; and users generally did not have, nor did they seek, access to 
more than one digital file of the same region. However, with the 
proliferation of computer mapping services and applications and the 
subsequent reduction In digital map file costs, users can now avail 
themselves of multiple map representations of a single region, often 
eoduced by different sources for different applications. These same users 
now would like to be able to consolidate their diverse source materials into 
a single coherent map. At least one commercially available geographic 
information system has developed a conflation capability to allow the users 
to do &actly that [I]. 

Conflation System Development 

Interactive computer graphics/visual wzthcds. Alignment Is the key to 
successful map feature matching and merging. If graphic images of the 
maps can be easily rubber-sheeted to align with each other, then 
verification of feature matches becomes a straightforward visual check. 
Dubber-sheeting, or, ~)re fornrally, transformations that preserve topology, 
can be made to iron out local distortion, so that corresponding features of 
the two raps are not only recognizable, but they are actually coincident, 
Fast algorithms and fast drawing hardware permit rapid image rubber- 
sheeting . The original version of the conflation prototype system was 
screen-based and image-driven [S]; and it fully exploited the fast 
rubber-sheeting techniques. It allowed and even assisted the operator to 
select pairs of intersections to be matched. The process was interactive 
and iterative; with each additional selected matched pair, the operator 
would bring the image of one m into better alignment with the image of 
the other rap. The image itself and a menu of tools for manipulating that 
laaqe were the primary resources available to the operator 191. 

One of the files had no auxiliary attribute information associated with the 
features [If]. Thus matching had to be based entirely on properties of the 
underlying line graphs of the maps. hatching based exclusively on line 
graph position and configuration was accoaplished successfully through 
image manipulation to alignment followed by visual verification. Subsequent 
experiments at the Census Bureau [II] and practical applications elsewhere 
[I] have reconfirmed the original assessment of the efficacy of alignment as 
a visual tool for acccoplishfng conflation. 

Batch ~rocessing/coaputational methods. Although alignment and visual 
verification do accomplish conflation, they do so at a considerable cost in 
time and effort. Ihey prove that conflation is feasible as a computer- 
assisted mual process; and such a process may be totally acceptable to 
geographic information system users with tuo or three raps to conflate. 



- -Ihdeed, conflation 8ervices offered to 61s users will likely remain highly 
interactive and i.-m+driven .f4]. 

Rowever, for the task facing the Census Bureau of conflating 5,700 mp 
pairs, a ImaQeAriven process requiring continuous operator intervention is 
expensive md also subject to considerable humn error and inconsistency. 
In order to automate more fully the conflation system, a Merized 
gproachto feature matching [8]uas needed to replace the operator's skills 
at discerning feature similarities md differences between the mp imges. 
This goal was accomplished by first calculating a set of representative 
nuoerical values for each feature on each of the reps and then screening 
pairs of features for potential matches by comparing their sets of nmerical 
values. Although the computerized comparison was inspired by visual 
considerations, the numerical assignments and checks were actually 
performed on the files themselves and not on a drawn image. The 
automated version, therefore, eliminated the need for drawing and 
re-drawing the raps on the screen at every stage of the iterative 
operation, and thereby shortened the time needed for the total processing. 

. 

The Census Bureau's Conflation System [14] employs an iterative -roach 
to Mp Batching. That iterative approach MY be sketched as an algorithm. 

One begins by defining a sequence of test criteria to be applied 
successively to determine feature matches: 

The match criteria will coqmre numerical values associated with the map 
features to be matched. 

me programs Implementing these criteria receive, as input, a pair of wps, 
(possibly already partially matched), along with pre-computed or computable 
numerical values attached to feature lists. The programs return, as 
output, sets of pairs of matched features md lists of unmatchable features 
for each map. The Bureau of the Census Conflation System matching 
operation can be diagrammed succinctly as the following R-loop: 

APPLY RATCR-CRIT&RIA~J) 
(R!CTURNS (HJiTCHES(J), UNHATCHABLES(J)) 

ALIGN NAPS BASED ON lWCHES(I)...J¶MCH&S(J) 

EmLOOP 

The alignment of the maps is accomplished through triangulation and 
rubbersheetingproceduresthatwill be explainedbelow. 

Feature 8atchinqRoutines and Algorithms 

The match criteria MTCR-CRnERIA(J) need not all be different. Each 



- - &t&r-sheeting operation will *rove total alignment of the maps; and 
ratch criteria based on good alignaent ray fail in OcIe iteration and succeed 
in the next. Some ratch criteria in use now are based on previous 
tuxcessful rat&es; ti these vrtch criteria will undoubtedly give different 
results when -lied at different iteration points. One simple iteration 
rule is to apply a set of zat ch criteria until they give no new mtches 
before roving on to the next different set of ratch criteria. 

All of the ratch criteria developed and tested at the Bureau of the Census 
contain a component based on nearness or proximity of features 181. 
Nearness ray refer to usual IXIclidean distance or to pseudo-distances along 
a graph or network. Successively improved alignment through 
rubber-sheeting will progressively adjust Euclidean distances without 
changing topological psewlo-distances of the graph or network. 

Feature ratching initially refers to O-cell matching, (or intersection 
Batching, or point ratchfng). Intersection matching is the easiest to 
define and the easiest to implement in a fashion that permits topologically 
consistent extension to the whole space. Matched points serve as vertices 
for triangulations of the space; and the triangulations perzit each 
triangular region of one w to be associated with a corresponding region 
of the &her rap. 

Batched l-cells arise as induced ratches when the corresponding end points 
of the l-cells have been ratched as O-cell matches and when l-cell shape is 
detemined to match as well [13]. 2-cell wtches are irduced by matches 
along their boundaries, namely the l-cells and O-cells. 

The O-cells are mtched using four primary tools: 

(1) Nearest Nefuhbor Pairfms. The O-cells on one map are compared with 
the O-cells of the other rap after an initial alignment of the raps is We; 
and nearest neighbor pairs are identified. A pair of points is a nearest 
neighbor pair if the points are froa different maps and each is the closest 
point from the other zap to its paired point. Nearest neighbor pairs are 
found by applying a nearest point algorithm to create a sequence of points 
which alternates from one w to the other. Such a sequence stabilizes 
rapidly in a nearest neighbor pair. The nearest point algorithm uses a list 
ordering of the points called a Peano-key ordering which is based on 
interlacing the digits of a binary representation of the vertical and 
horizontal coordinates. The Peano-key list ordering is accessed through a 
B-tree because the list is updated throughout the conflation process. 

Nearest neighbor pairs are candidates for matching if other match criteria 
tests are also met. Several of the other tests utilize the following two 
integer measures of local configuration: 

(2) lkuree of a O-cell. The n&r of rays -ting from a O-cell is 
called the degree or index of that O-cell. Street intersections on the two 
ups are mre likely to zatch if they are depicted with the same nwnber of 
streets at the intersection. Similarly, the streets entering the 
intersection should be entering at approximately the same angles on the tuo 
different w depictions: 

(3 1 The Spider Function of a O-cell. The ray pattern at a O-cell (that is, 
the ellranating l-cells) has infinitely many possibilities of rays and ray 
directions. In order to simplify the possibilities, the number of directions 



wits reduced to 16 &md &stir--8 sectors. The eight sectors finally decided 
qxm correspoml to-IS0 pie slices in the principal directions of north, 
northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest, west, ti northwest. The 
ray pattern 14 assured to have at lost are ray in each of the eight sectors 
(more than one ray in any sector will alter the spider function 
represent8tim md mxluce the chances for making a mtch). 

32~ eight sectors In clockwise order are assigned consecutive bit positions 
(fr#r right to left) in an 8-bit binary nunber, ti the bit for a given 
sector is turned on if and only if there is a ray in that sector. The 
resulting number has been descriptively named the spider function of the 
O-Cdl. With this function, an integer between 0 and 28-l describes the ray 
pattern of the O-cell. The binary rmber 01010101 (which is the deck 
85) represents the typical I-street north-south-east-west intersection, for 
example. Intersection patterns which differ by a power of two are Vlose" 
in one of two geooetric senses: either one pattern is missing a single 
street, but agrees everywhere else; or else one street is shifted, off by a 
s @gle sector. By colaparing the degree of a O-cell as well as the spider 
function, the Bureau developed several simple measures of nearness of 
configuration. 

(4) De&dent latcbinu Eoatfnes. Dependent matching routines are rules 
for applying relaxed matching criteria to O-cells which are adjacent to 
already matched O-cells. obese routines use the l-cell network of the map 
to precipitate additional matches. For that reason, it is impoItant to 
store the topological relations of the map in order to facilitate network or 
graph traversals. 

After each matching phase, matched points are moved into perfect 
alignment; and other points of the rap are assigned to triangles whose 
vertices are the Batched points. All of the wtched points are then 
mvecl according to the movements of the vertices of the triangles which 
contain them by a joint triangulation [IS] and rubbersheeting. 

~iarwulation Routines and Algorithw 

For the conflation system developed at the Bureau of the Census, the 
rubber-sheeting transformat ions are defined on triangular subregions of 
each map; and the triangular subregions must cover each mp and not 
overlap each other (except to share an edge). A polygonal region such as 
a mp area say be subdivided into non-overlapping triangles. Such a 
subdivision into triangles is called a triangulation of the region. One type 
of triangulation, called the Delaunay triangulation, exhibits special 
properties [7] which make it particularly useful for the conflation systew 
The Delaunay triangulation is unique and locally updatable; and it may be 
built and updated in expected linear time with a suitable data structure. 
lhe following tools were developed to deal with triangulation requirements 
of conflation: 

(1) YAe Wfansle-based Pofnt Dfrectory Since all O-cells and other point 
features need to be transformed accord&j to the triangle that contains them 
at any particular iteration, and since the triangles are changing with each 
iteration in a local fashion (in other words, not all of the triangles 
chase I, one MY keep track of triangle containment by maintaining a 
triangle-based point directory and updating it with each triangulation 
q&&e. A triangle-based point directory eliminates the need for determining 
the containing triangle of each point using some point-in-polygon test. As 



- - 'the number 'of triangles 'igcreases, the rubber-sheeting mutines do not 
regulre additional~computer time to search for the containing triangle If 
thetrimgle-basedpolntdirectory is used. 

(2) m &labnav Triammlation Iteratfve Buildim Poatfnes: Add-a-Vertex. 
The DeLmay triangulation on a set of vertices ray be built by adding one 
vertex at a time and re-triangulating after each addition. Each 
re-triangulation involves changing a few of the triangles in the 
mighbcrhcud of the added point [lo], and may be accomplished ln ccmstmt 
expected time following a search to determine the nelghborhwd of the 
@ate. T&t search may he accumpllshed in constant time lf thetriangle- 
based point directory is used or in worst-case logarithmic time if a 
Fem+key/B-tree search strategy is e~@oyed. 

(3) Triangulation Extendabilitu Results. In order for the rubber-sheeting 
routines to be applied, the one-to-one correspondence of matched point 
pairs must be able to he extended to a one-tonne transforaation of the 
entire trlangulated spaces. Tests for extendablllty of the one-tonne 
trmsformations were developed [15]. When the tests fail, the vertex set 
must be modified, and ways to do this were developed as well 1151. 

(4) The Delaunay Triangulation lodiffcation Routines: Delete-a-Vertex. 
The Delaunay triangulation may require modlflcatlon in the fom of vertex 
deletion due to non-extendability of the corresponding triangulation in the 
other space. A delete-a-vertex routine [12] provides a triangulation 
update based on re-trlangulatlng the star-shaped polygon containing the 
vertex to be deleted. 

After a map is triangulated and the image of the triangles 1s tested for 
one-to-one correspondence, a rubber-sheeting transformation is applied 
which moves every point of the map into a new position and aligns those 
point pairs whichhave been flaggedas matches. 

Jlubber-Sheeting Routines and Algorlttns 

In their paper on rubber-sheeting, Marvin White and Pat Griffin [3] 
describe a local affine transformation of maps which sends triangles into 
triangles in such a way that shared edges of neighboring triangles are 
transformed in a consistent manner. The Census Bureau has adopted the 
rubber-sheeting transformation of White and Griffin, applied it to their own 
Delaunay triangulations, and expressed it in terms of slmpllclal coordinates 
for greater ease of manipulation and speed of computation. 

'Ihe primary tool developed for rubber-sheeting is a coaputatlcmal algorltha 
for finding ~fmplfcfal coordinates using linear equations for triangle edges 
WI- The same coaprtatlcn serves to test for triangle containment of a 
point, since a point lies ln a triangle if and only if its sllppllcial 
coordlnatesarebetween 0 and 1. 

fncal affine transformations preserve linearity and parallelism on each 
triangle; however, these continuous transformations are not differentiable 
at the -es of triangles. Because the rubber-sheeting transformations are 
applied only to discrete points (O-cells and shape points), honever, there 
is no need to preserve differentiability everywhere. Komputer map lines 
are invariably made up of non-differentiable polygonal line segments 
m-w). After the O-cells and shape points have been transformed, the 
connecting lines or l-cells are redrawn to complete the map inrage. 
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- - &her non-&fine .tubber-sheeting methods have been considered and used 
by other implementers of conflation systems (I]. However, the other 
~thodsrerrnotusedettheWlreauoftheCensusbe~~eofthelrgreatu 
compuWtiaml complexity md their potential topological inconsistencies. 

The application of the prototype system to real test files revealed 
considerable information &out mp differences and slsllarltles. Moreover, 
these differences and slmllarlties could be readily quantified and 
sumarlzed [14]. me experiences at the Bureau of the Census dealt only 
with comparisons of USGS and Census Bureau files and should not be 
generalized. Nevertheless, others entering the field of conflation have 
confirmed someofthe initial experiences. 

gfflcacY of ?xoXlmltY Deasures 

For one particular pair of test maps of Fort Dyers, FL, the efficacy of an 
+lgnment approach to matching can be illustrated by the following table 
showing the distribution of nearest neighbors by distance from each point 
on the Census map to its nearest neighbor on the USGS rap when the 
neighbor is a ratchedpointandalsowhenthenel~r isnotamatch. 

Frquency Dlstrikmtion of Distance to the Nearest Neighbor 

Distance Count of Nearest- Count of Nearest-Neighbor 
Neighbor Hatches within Non-matches within 

RangeofFMnt Range of Point 

5 to 10 
z 10 to 15 

15 to 20 
20 to 25 
25 to 30 
30 to 40 
40 to 50 
50 to 60 
60 to 70 
10 to 80 
80 to 100 

100 to 200 
200 to 400 
400 and above 

0 to 5 162 
359 
272 
132 
30 
19 
13 
3 
2 

1 

1 

i 
14 
25 
54 
90 

227 
302 
134 
86 
82 
0 

Hean distance Range Std, Dev. 

To Hatching Nearest Neighbor 11.45 112.25 7.75 
To Non-matching Nearest Nelghhor 66.68 270.89 28.55 

Table 1. Distance to Nearest Batches and Nomatches After Initial Alignment 

A good initial alignaent can bring nearly all matchable pairs into proximity 
in such a way that the proximity relation a3most becomes a necessary (hut 
not sufficient) conclltlon for matchahlllty. Others have found that in some 
cases proximity may be also sufficient [4]. 



- - The average distance from any intersection to its nearest neighbor 
intersection on the .same * is large compared to the average mount of 
distortion between maps; and this fact alone ties an iterative alignment 
eqqxoach very effective. 

In general, two types of false classlficatlons may ocmr. A map feature may 
he labelled incorrectly as having a match when indeed it does not (false 
positive); or a feature may be judged incorrectly mot to match any feature 
when it has a true match (false negative). Because an iterative matching 
procedure ident if les new matches at each stage, and, in general, does not 
flag non-matches as such mtll the final stage, missed matches may he 
corrected at a subsequent stage. False positive errors are less desirable 
and less monagable than false negatives because at no point in the iteration 
procedure’ is there an automatic un-match capability for correcting false 
positives. 

The table above shows that the distance between potential matches after 
initial alignment is an excellent tool for controlling both types of errors. 
Dlstmnce ray be used for predicting both types of error and reducing one 
or the other: in the Fort Hyers map, for example, if the threshold for 
matching is set at 20 meters, (that is, no matches are accepted unless the 
candidate pair are within 20 meters), then the measured probablllty of 
making d false negative error is 111, and the probablllty of a false 
positive is 1%. By decreasing the threshold, false positives my be reduced 
further; however the increase in false negatives will require additional 
iterations of the file processing; and the threshold say even need to be 
relaxed in the final iterations in order to detect all matches. 

The distance results above illustrate that nearest neighbor pairs are 
excellent candidates for matching if other match criteria tests are also 
met. The next section focuses on other tests which utilize the degree and 
the spider function, measures of local configuration: 

Conflmuatlon measurement and findlms 

The representation of the spider function value as a hexadecimal integer 
has additional nice properties. It is a tuo+iiglt nuaber; and each digit 
describes the street directional behavior in a four-sector band constituting 
a semi-circular region. A digit in the second position describes the same 
configuration as the same digit would in the first position except for a 
rotation of 180°. 

0 c3 f3 8 63 63 d$ 
digit: -0 -1 -2 -3 4 -5 -6 

@ 
-0 

4D 
-9 

SD 
-A 

tD 
-B 

69 
-c 

@ 
-D 

63 
-F 

I 16’s digit : 

0 
o- Q 

l- 
G3 
2- 

@ 
3- 

@ 

I- 
@ 
5- 

@ 
6- 

63 
7- 

c3 
8- @ 9- a3 

A- 
@ 
B- 

@ 
C- 

@ 
D- 

@ 
&- 

@ 
F- 

Figure 1. Hexadecimal and Sector Patterns for Spider action. 
A frequency distribution of spider function values for a map may be 
organized in a sixteen-by-sixteen table whose columns correspond to second 
(units) digit values and whose rows correspond to first (or sixteens) digit 
posslblllties. In a highly urbanized area, for example, the frequency of 
the hexadecimal number 55, representing the north-east-south-west 



- - ‘intersections, would be irqy large, md wuId help distinguish between 
urban and other areas. Hare generally, the frequency table esteblishes a 
kind of signature for the street network; and parts of the table, such as 
the diagon& bve special manlng. (me principal diagonal of the table 
consists of precisely those intersections all of whose streets contime 
straight thrwgh the intersection.) Two tables tone for the DSGS mp ti 
one for the DIfSE map) showing the distribution of spider function values 
for all rap intersections for a 25 square mile Fort Byers area are glvan 

4 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 

o- 0 36 7 23829 2 

:I .35 9 23 3 4 1 19 61 28 280 9 11 10 
3- 1 13 4 -lo 2 - 
4- 28 22 4 14 22 315 12 
5 40 273 10 - 304 225 3 
b 610 4 1 4 2 4 

h- 7- 
- 

0- l- -1. 1 2 313 2 2 
9- - 19 2 -11 - - 
A-* 2 2 10 -10 - 2 
s 1.----- 
c- 412 -11 - - 
D- 511-2-- 
E- 1 - - -,- - - 
F- - - - - - - - 

-7 -8 -9 -A 

5 21 
3 16 2 
3 4 9 
l- - 
3 18 7 

-10 3 - 
- - - 5 
- - - - 

3 10 21 
-21 2 2 
-2939 
- - - - 
- 4 - 2 

l-l 
- - - 1 
- - - - 

-B 

1 

1 

-c 
5 
2 
1 

-a 
6 

4 

-E 

1 

1 

Table 2. Spider fmctlon dlstrlbution for USGS intersectiars. 

-F 

-0 -1 -2 -3 4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -A -B -C -D -E -F 

o- - 93 22 - 80 16 - -2lll--6-- 
l- 78 23 4 10 8188 4 - -ill--2-- 
2- 14 2 5 4 4112 7 -116 2 3 - -1 
3a-e3162---------- 
4- 77 10 5 9 31 204 13 1 5 21 5 ll4 1 - - 
s- 10 179 10 3 204 154 4 -1351----- 
6- 3 6 3 -lO73-2-S-l--- 
'I- - 2 2 l--l----- c - - - 

a- 12121 3 0 2 - 2117 - 9 - - - 
9- 2 13 10 -II 2 - -28 12 - - - - - 

A- 258001- -25 312 - 4 - - - 
& 4-l------------- 
c- 2 - 5 -14 --- 5-- - 1. - - 
D- - - - 3 c-- --- - - - - - 
c ;---l-----l---- 
f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Table 3. Spider fmction distrlbutlon for DIE intersections. 

The above tables can orient an 1nitiat.l exploratory data analysis of 
lntersectlon patterns of the area. One my display, for example, in the 
plane, al3 of those intersection points having a particular spider value (or 
a range of related spider values) and then proceed to apply pattern 
recognition techniques to the pattern [II]. 



- - ihe two preceding tables bbth exhibit musual, krt similar, distrltmtlons of 
their stancUd north-south+as t-west (V8hIe 55) and their .Tr (values 14, 
41, 45, 54) intersections. The fact that there are mxe of every kind of 
T intersection than of the north-south-east-west type is due to frequent 
natural obstacles in the form of waterways that prevent streets fram 
amtimlng thruugh every lntera5ecticm. 

Since the patterns theaselves are llnked to spatial position, the tables 
shown above could further be decomposed according to subareas or 
subregions. Although the total number of entries would decrease, the 
fewer entries would then reflect mre accurately local characteristics of 
thestreetnetuork. 

me my also display the spatial dlstrlhution of spider function values by 
simply plotting those values ln their actual intersection locations. 

Although condensing the network information at an intersection to a single 
*r inevitably causes some loss of information, the resulting patterns 
lend themselves to aany standard pattern recognition and analysis 
techniques. A nuaber of standard references are available for such spatial 
analysis techniques. The pattern differences need to be viewed not only ln 
terns 8f statistical error measurements, hut also in terms of geolretric 
relations of slallarlty shared hy subsets of the spider faction values [8]. 

CGNCIDSIGNSMDFUTURE DIRECl’ICItG 

The evolution of conflation offers pmalsing rewards for rap users amI 
analysts by aaklng possible consolidations and couparlsons that could not 
have been accornpllshed in the past. Horeover, the proliferation of digital 
rap products has made users and geographic information systems designers 
aware of a need to combine those products l eanlngfully and systematically. 
Conflation at the Bureau of the Census will continue to develop as a tool of 
autornatlon because of the voluae of the task that inspired the system. 
Private developers can and should focus on image-based aanual interactive 
systems because each user will have a small collection of mps to conflate 
and will want to accomplish the conflation task with continuous operator 
review during which the user's particular constraints my be enforced. 

The conflation process will be used at the Bureau of the Census after the 
1990 Census of Housing and Population to systematically update raps 
through ldentiflcatlon and resolution of wp differences. Heasures of rap 
quality will he established, based on wnber and mltude of differences 
with base map sets. Considerable third-source review (aerial photographs 
or field testlng) will be undertaken to resolve differences at that Mae. 

Additional research is planned in the areas of joint triangulations and 
special MP projections, statistical matching algorithms, and pattern 
recognition/i~e analysis techniques at the Bureau of the Census. 
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